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Overview
The quality control proceeds in two distinct stages. The first stage applies on raw datasets, right after conversion
from DICOM to MINC files:
• Check that the center of the field of view of the T1 image lies near to the center of the brain.
• Check that the center of the field of view of the BOLD image lies near to the center of the brain.
• Check that the raw T1 and BOLD images are roughly coregistered
The second stage applies after the raw datasets have been processed with the NIAK preprocessing pipeline.
• Check that the T1 to stereotaxic non-linear coregistration was successful (visually, based on guidelines)
• Check that the T1 to BOLD coregistration was successful (visually, based on guidelines)
• Check that the brain coverage on the BOLD image is acceptable.
• Check that the ammount of motion is acceptable.
Each of the steps of quality control is described in this document, along with examples of failure/success,
as well as guidelines to improve the quality of the preprocessing when issues are identified.
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Quality control of raw datasets

These steps can be performed with the program called register (see Figure 1), or any other visualization
program for 3D or 4D MRI. The register software is used to check the coregistration between the individual T1 scan and the template. All views need to be synced (the button is hightlighted in the top left corner),
which means that selecting a view on any volume will automatically change the view to the same location on the
other volumes. The left column is the template that is used as a target for coregistration (with a jet colour map).
The x, y and z coordinates, corresponding to axial, coronal and sagital views, respectively, can be set with
the highlighted values. The middle image is the anatomical image of the subject, after non-linear coregistration
(with a grey colormap). It may be necessary to manually adjust the contrast of that image to get a good grey
matter/white matter contrast. The slider to adjust the contrast has been highlighted. The right column is a
fusion of the template and the individual T1 scan. The transparency of each image in the fusion can be adjusted
with the highlighted slider.

Fig. 1: The register interface

A.1 Starting the raw datasets QC
First open a terminal, then change the directory to the raw data folder. Choose any subject’s folder then start
the QC by displaying the anatomical and the functional image in register:
1
2

cd /raw_data/subject_x
register functional_image.mnc.gz anatomical_image.mnc.gz
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There is no gold standard on raw data QC. We elaborated some validation criterion based on our laboratory
internal expertise for cases that should be flagged as ”Maybe”, ”Fail” or ”Ok”. The ”fail” cases my cause our
preprocessing pipeline to fail.
Following are the criterion one should go over to ensure good quality of raw data:
1. Check that the center of the field of view of the BOLD ant T1 image lies near to the center of the brain
(See figure 2 left and middle column). to-do so, set the X Y Z coordinate to 0, then verify if the cross is
well positioned at the center of the brain. A failed case is shown on figure 3
2. Check that the raw T1 and BOLD images are roughly coregistered (See figure 2 right column). A failed
case is shown on figure 4
A.2 Coregistration of T1 and T2 image in the native space
A.2.1 Visual inspection

View 1

x (sagital) y (coronal) z (axial)
0
0
0

Tab. 1: Coordinates for visual review of the coregistration between the T1 and T2
image in the native space.

Fig. 2: Quality control of raw datasets – View (0,0,0). A successful case of well
centered brain origin. (Source: ABIDE sample)
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A.2.2 Examples of failed brain center and possible fixes

Fig. 3: Quality control of raw datasets – View (0,0,0). A Failed case brain center
origin. (Source: ABIDE sample)

How to correct it ?
look at the step and the start of each axis with the following command mincinfo mprage.mnc. The output
would be something like this:
1
2
3
4
5

dimension name
-------------zspace
yspace
xspace

length
-----192
192
144

step
---1.19792
1.19792
-1.2

start
-----147
-60.732
85

If step is positive or negative change the start by adding the newStart=(Current Start Value In
Mincinfo)- value in world coord. following is an example of possible fix for this case:
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minc_modify_header -dinsert xspace:start=-120 mprage.mnc
minc_modify_header -dinsert yspace:start=-120 mprage.mnc
minc_modify_header -dinsert zspace:start=-120 mprage.mnc

A.2.3 Examples of failed coregistration of T1 and T2 image in the native space and possible fixe

Fig. 4: Quality control of raw datasets – View (0,0,0). A Failed case of raw data
coregistration. (Source: ABIDE sample)

How to correct it ?
In preprocesing script, set the T1-T2 coregistration option to ’center’ like this: opt.anat2func.init= ’
center’. The ’center’ option usually does more harm than good, but in a case you have a very big misalignment between the two images (say, 2 cm) it is worth to use it.
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Quality control of preprocessed datasets

B.1 Starting the QC script
First open a terminal, start octave with NIAK loaded in the search path. Then change the directory to the output
folder of the fMRI preprocessing pipeline and start the QC script:
1
2

cd /data/output_folder_fmri_preprocess
niak_qc_fmri_preproc

The script will automatically open the program register (Figure 1) with a number of images for visual
examination. The program will also prompt you to enter the results of the quality control, as well as optional
comments. Those will be saved in a spreadsheet file (comma-separated values, .csv) in the output folder of the
preprocessing, called qc report.csv. To start the procedure again, simply delete this file.
Figure 1 shows the register window, as called by the script. It represents the individual T1 volume of
one subject in stereotaxic non-linear space, along with the template used as target for coregistration. The figure
oulines important controls to select the views, set the contrast and transparency of the fusion between the two
images. We recommend to navigate the images at four selected views, each corresponding to coordinates in
stereotaxic space, as listed in Table 2. Figure 5 oultines which structures need to be visually checked for each
view. The case presented in the figure is a successful case, where all structures have been corrrectly aligned.
This case should be reported as “OK” on the command line.
B.2 Coregistration between the T1 image and stereotaxic space
B.2.1 Visual inspection

View 1
View 2
View 3
View 4

x (sagital) y (coronal) z (axial)
-8
-20
60
15
-20
20
30
-25
-15
-30
-25
-15

Tab. 2: List of coordinates for visual review of the coregistration between the T1
image and stereotaxic space.
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Fig. 5: Quality control of the structural coregistration The anatomical landmarks that should be well aligned
in a successful coregistration include: central sulcus (A), cingulate sulcus (B), parieto-occipital fissure (C),
calcarine fissure (D), tentorium cerebellum (E), the lateral ventricles (F), the outline of the brain (G) and
the hippocampal formation (H) bilateraly. The landmarks are outlined on an individual brain after successful
non-linear coregistration in stereotaxic space.
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B.2.2 Examples of failed coregistration and possible fixes

Fig. 6: Examples of failed coregistration between the T1 volume and template space. The reference space
for the panels is the template space (left image), and the correspondence between spaces is indicated with a
cross located at identical coordinates in all three volumes. Note that this type of failures is generally due to
problems with the origin of raw datasets. Sometimes hyperintensities in the structural image or large amount
of fat tissues in the shoulder/neck areas can also cause failures.
How to correct it ?
Check that the raw images are correct using the first section of this document. It is also possible to remove the
shoulder/neck by cropping the image with minc command line, as follow:
1

mincreshape -clobber -dimrange zspace=60,180 <rawT1_image>.mnc.gz
mnc.gz

<T1_image_cropped>.

Here, it was determined by visual inspection using register that the brain began at z = 60 (voxel space) and
ended around z = 240 (voxel space). So it was decided to set the start at 60 and then add a count of 180 (180
+60 = 240). The next section suggests another type of possible fix.
B.2.3 Examples of a “maybe” coregistration and possible fixes

Fig. 7: The initial coregistration of an individual MRI with the target default NIAK template space (left image)
failed locally, as the meninges around the brain were pushed inside the brain (middle image). This problem
was related to a poor correction of non-uniformities in the image
How to correct it ?
A simple change of the parameter of the non-uniformity correction resulted in a successful coregistration (right
image)
1

opt.t1_preprocess.nu_correct.arg = ’-distance 70’; % Parameter for non-uniformity
correction . 200 is a suggested value for 1.5T images, 50 for 3T images. If you find
that this stage did not work well, this parameter is usually critical to improve
the results.
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B.2.4 Example of “grey area case” with localized failure and correction

Fig. 8: Example of a “grey area case” with localized failure. The initial coregistration used as a target the
default NIAK template space, i.e. the ICBM152 MNI non-linear (young healthy adult template), presented in
the first row. The result of the coregistration is presented in the second row, where part of the meninges have
been mistakenly coregistered with the brain, as indicated with a cross. The coregistration was improved by
changing the parameter of non-uniformity correction.
B.3 Coregistration between the T1 image and the mean BOLD volume

View 1
View 2
View 3
View 4

x (sagital) y (coronal) z (axial)
0
-20
60
10
-20
45
30
-25
-15
-30
-25
-15

Tab. 3: List of coordinates for visual review of the coregistration between the T1
image and mean BOLD volume.
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Fig. 9: Quality control of the functional coregistration The anatomical landmarks that should be well aligned
in a successful coregistration include: central sulcus (A), cingulate sulcus (B), parieto-occipital fissure (C),
calcarine fissure (D), tentorium cerebellum (E), the lateral ventricles (F), the hippocampal formation (H) and
the outline of the brain (G) bilateraly. The landmarks are outlined on an individual brain after successful
non-linear coregistration in stereotaxic space.
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B.4 Examples of failed coregistration T1 and the BOLD image

Fig. 10: Example of failed coregistration T1 and the BOLD image.
How to correct it ?
Same correction used in section B.2.2 ,by cropping image.
B.5 Examples of failed the BOLD image

Fig. 11: Example of failed BOLD image due to wrong field of view positioning.
How to correct it ?
Re-scan the participant or exclude the participant from the analysis. The field-of-view was not specified correctly during the acquisition.
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